
ATTACK SERIES

The Slam series offers a unique 

combination of adjustability, durability, 

and affordability. The Quick-Pin 

adjustment system in this pole-mounted 

hoop makes the height adjustment 

quick and easy. 

ROOFMASTER SERIES

The Jam series is an adjustable hoop that 

eliminates the risk of joint deterioration 

that is common to sectional style posts.  

 

It uses spring-aided EZ-Crank height 

adjustment from 7-10’ with a rim height 

indicator on the back of the unit.

The Attack offers extensive adjustability 

and maximum durability all rolled into 

one. This pole-mounted, bold-down 

hoop features EZ-Crank adjustment and 

an acrylic backboard.

The Roofmaster series offers great 

adjustability and is perfect for the 

customer who has no place for a pole-

mounted hoop system. This series is 

versatile enough to mount to any roof 

pitch or vertical wall surface.

JAM SERIES
SLAM SERIES



POWERHOUSE SERIES

This series brings premium grade 

basketball performance to your poolside 

with fully adjustable hoops. These 

models are built tough and never rest. 

A convenient crank handle raises and 

lowers the height. These are built for 

commercial and residential settings.

ROLLAJAM SERIES

This portable series is also equipped with 

the EZ-Crank adjustable height design. 

The large 33 gallon poly base can be 

filled with sand to provide a stable 

base and is still easy to move by just 

one person. This is the ultimate budget 

solution while still maintaining top quality.

The Powerhouse series utilizes a hand 

crank height adjustment system called 

EZ-Crank as well as a rim height indicator. 

The 5x5” pole attaches using a bolt-

down anchor base for ease of assembly 

and relocation.

This unique line of basketball goals has the 

residential player in mind. The spring-assisted 

crank allows for easy rim height adjustment 

that any age players can operate.

To transport the portable RollaJam system, 

simply retract the vertical post, using the 

post actuator located on the base unit. As 

the post pitches back, the unit lowers onto 

the transport wheel.

INVADER SERIES
HYDROSHOT SERIES


